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Legal Technology - The Best of What's Out There 
1. WHAT IS HOT:  Here are a few of the technologies and practice management concepts 

that are growing in popularity.   

A. Document Automation or Assembly: 

i. Document Assembly Defined:  Most document assembly programs 
integrate with your word processor and enable you to create 
sophisticated templates.  Those templates typically generate an interview 
(series of questions) presented to the user.  Upon answering the 
questions, a customized document is instantly generated.  In addition to 
simply filling in blanks, document assembly programs support conditional 
logic (i.e., include the guardianship paragraph if the client has minor 
children or adult disabled children), infinite lists, and the ability to 
calculate text, numbers and dates.   

The on-screen interview is quite powerful because the template designer 
can control everything about the sequence and content of the interview.  
With practice, you can reproduce your entire decision tree in the 
template and build in safe-guards that walk even novice users through 
the assembly process.  An example of how an interview looks is shown 
below: 
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	1. WHAT IS HOT:  Here are a few of the technologies and practice management concepts that are growing in popularity.  
	A. Document Automation or Assembly:
	i. Document Assembly Defined:  Most document assembly programs integrate with your word processor and enable you to create sophisticated templates.  Those templates typically generate an interview (series of questions) presented to the user.  Upon answering the questions, a customized document is instantly generated.  In addition to simply filling in blanks, document assembly programs support conditional logic (i.e., include the guardianship paragraph if the client has minor children or adult disabled children), infinite lists, and the ability to calculate text, numbers and dates.  
	ii. Benefits of Document Assembly:  The short story is that document assembly can take complex drafting assignments and make them exponentially faster while simultaneously increasing accuracy.  For example, assume an estate planning lawyer is taking 10 hours to get a set of estate planning documents drafted and ready to sign.  The lawyer charges a flat fee of $2,000 which means that she's achieving an effective hourly rate of $200/hour.  If that set of estate planning documents were automated, the time necessary to get documents ready to sign could easily be reduced to 1.5 hours.  By charging the same fee ($2,000), the lawyer is now earning an effective rate of $1,333/hour.  
	iii. Significant Document Assembly Players:
	a. HotDocs - www.hotdocs.com (dominant market leader)
	b. TheFormTool - www.theformtool.com
	c. Contract Express - http://contractexpress.com
	d. Pathagoras - www.pathagoras.com
	e. Perfectus - www. perfectussolutions.com
	f. ActiveDocs - www.activedocs.com
	g. Exari - www.exari.com


	B. Document Management System ("DMS"):  There are many choices out there for document management.  However, there are only a few that can give you everything.  In a nutshell, a good DMS puts you in control and imparts structure, organization, and accessibility to your documents and email. Here is what you want in a DMS:
	i. What a DMS Does:  A DMS is a system or combination of software/hardware tools which streamlines and automates the process of Document Management.  Document Management itself refers to the process of creating, organizing, storing and retrieving electronic files.  Electronic files include word processor files, spreadsheets, any scanned documents usually in the form of a PDFs, email, attachments to email (whatever form that takes) and the like.  Since DMSs only manage electronic documents, paper documents must be converted (scanned) so that they can be managed by the DMS. In simple terms, your paper "Files" are just collections of paper documents related to a particular matter.  Once all of that paper is in digital form, a DMS can organize it by matter just as your paper files are currently organized.
	ii. Benefits of a DMS:
	a. Easy Remote Access/Offline Access: Everything in the DMS is available to any authorized user, no matter where they are (provided they have computer, tablet or phone that connects to the internet).  
	b. Email Integration: This is extremely important since most people feel crushed by email.  A DMS is a full email management system (among other things).  Simply having a filing system for email usually makes a big difference for people.  With a DMS, all emails related to a particular matter can be easily saved along with the other matter-related documents.  Important features include:
	(1) Ability to save emails with attachments embedded in the native email format from within Outlook without "exporting" them or saving them somewhere else before they're moved into the DMS.
	(2) Ability to save attachments separately into the DMS from a right-click save-as command or via drag and drop and seen here:
	(3) One-click saving - people will be doing this constantly, every day.  The process can't be time consuming, tedious or have too many steps. A good DMS solution will have integration with Outlook by selecting an email and then simply clicking on a toolbar button to either copy or move the email into the DMS.
	(4) Matter Drop Folders in Outlook – ability to drag and drop emails into "matter" folders in Outlook that will automatically deposit the email into the correct client matter folder.  These drag and drop folders pictured below in the Worldox DMS solution get created automatically based on your saving history/practices.

	c. Full Text and Boolean Logic Searches: Full text searching gives users wide-open access to their documents by framing searches based on concepts rather than categories.  Users can search by many criteria - words, combinations of words, phrases, words within proximity of each other, expressions, etc.  Each document matching the search terms is returned as a "hit" and the integrated file viewer will highlight each occurrence of a search term in the returned documents.  This is exactly like doing a Lexis-type search through your own documents.  When evaluating DMSs, you want the ability to view the documents in a viewer without actually opening them, you want to be able to use Boolean logic terms (and, or, not, near, etc.), and you want the search terms highlighted in the document the system found.
	d. Ability to OCR PDFs to make them Text Searchable: The DMS should be able to identify PDFs that are non-searchable and automatically OCR them to make them text searchable.  This should happen on the back-end automatically so users do not have to waste time running the OCR process on every PDF they scan or receive via email.  
	e. Ability to Save and Manage Any Type of Document: The DMS must be able to hold any type of file you've created in-house as well as any type of scanned document (PDF, TIF or JPG) which will typically represent the documents you've received from the outside.  A search must turn up all relevant documents regardless of physical location, format, and source application.  For example, I have seen plenty of copier-based applications which only hold documents you scan.  It does little good to have scanned documents in one system and all of the documents you've created in-house in another system.  The idea is to get everything related to a matter in the same system, including documents you've created in-house, documents you've scanned, faxes, hand-written notes, email and attachments to email.
	f. Forced User Compliance: In our professional opinion, the system must require user compliance.  In other words, if a user wants to save a file from within any program you use (Word, WordPerfect, Acrobat, Excel, etc.), it must be saved into the DMS (or it cannot be saved at all).  The DMS can be configured so there is no back-door or way to circumvent the system. This will absolve anyone in your office from having to police usage of the system and it will ensure the success of the project.  In our experience, if you make using the DMS optional, you'll have a lot of people opt out.  Frankly, if only some of the people are using the system, then you'll never get full return on your investment.  Having said all of that, there may be legitimate business reasons for saving a file outside of the DMS and for those occasions, people can be given the as-needed ability to do so.  
	g. Integration With Other Programs You Already Use: In order to be convenient to use and force user compliance, the DMS must integrate with Word, WordPerfect, Acrobat, Excel and any other program in which you save documents or files.  When someone clicks the Save or Open button in Word, the DMS must intercede and ask the user to save the document in the DMS, or find the document within the DMS.
	h. Date Range Searches: Although it isn't a field that users fill out when they save a document (date created), it's important that users be able to search on date created or date last accessed.
	i. Fast Searches: People will be running searches every day, all day so the process needs to be fast.  This might not seem like a major point, but if you have to wait on a system to catch up every time you use it to look for something, you'll want to stop using it.
	j. Security: Document security involves documents, users, and groups of users. The DMS must give the saver of the document the ability to assign rights and permissions to documents based on individual users, groups of users, and the roles in which users serve within the organization.  For example, documents saved in the administrative cabinet would likely not be available to all users.  Those documents can be secured by user, user group or by role. You would also have the ability to secure an individual document that otherwise would be available to everyone.
	k. Check-In/Check-Out Capability: The DMS must handle documents the same way a library handles books.  When you "check out" a document, the system locks it and won't let someone else have the original.  Instead, the DMS will notify the second person that you have the document checked out (if they try to open it) and that they can have a read-only copy of it.  Of course, once you check the document back in, then it is available for someone else to check out.  This prevents accidental over-writes of documents when multiple people are working on it at the same time.
	l. Archiving Old Files: Archiving is a means to move dated or unused files off the main storage medium to secondary storage. The DMS ensures that users can still search for information in the archived files and that there is a ready means to restore it. Many DMSs will allow administrators to set "triggers" in the document profiles that enable automated archiving. For example, it may be desirable to set internal memos to be archived automatically after say, 24 months.
	m. Metadata Searches: In the realm of document management, metadata is the additional information stored about the document (other than the file name).  For example, when I search for a document, I get the following search screen:
	(1) Name
	(2) Text in File
	(3) Email From
	(4) Email To
	(5) Email Sent Date
	(6) Doc ID
	(7) Date Modified, Created or Accessed
	(8) Cabinet
	(9) Client
	(10) Matter
	(11) DocType
	(12) Author
	(13) Typist
	(14) Date or Date Range
	(15) Active/Inactive

	n. Version Tracking: The DMS must be able to keep multiple versions of every document.  This becomes very important when a document is undergoing revision and is being passed back and forth between attorneys.  Most DMSs will keep over 100 versions of every document along with a detailed audit trail noting who did what to the file and when.  When a document is saved within the system, it will prompt the user with the option to save it as another version, as see here:
	o. Tagging/Filtering: The DMS should give users the ability to create database tags on a matter-by-matter basis so you can organize a file at a more granular level and search or filter based on those database tags.
	p. Ability to Compare Documents: Related to version tracking, users must also have the ability to compare different versions of a document or compare one document to another.  In order to compare documents, some people use the compare features built into MS Word while others use 3rd party applications like CompareDocs or Workshare Compare (fka DeltaView).  Since all of the documents being compared to one another will be stored in the DMS, the DMS must integrate with these functions in Word or 3rd party programs.  Not all DMSs incorporate this functionality which is why this is an important question to ask up front.
	q. Scanning Integration: Scanned documents must be easily added to the DMS so that they are included in the document store and can be associated with matters, clients, and the like.
	r. Consistency: The system must ensure that documents are consistently labeled and stored.  This means that profile fields are drop-down lists and people don't have to manually type document types, client and matter identification numbers, etc.
	s. Audit Trail: The DMS must be able to keep automatically audit all transactions related to a file saved within the system so it is easy to determine with files were first created, see everyone who touched it, and determine things like when files were copied, printed, emailed or deleted from the system.  
	t. Training Must Be Included: The DMS will likely be the most used program in the office.  Therefore, it is critical that everyone knows how to use it for saving scanned documents, email, attachments and word processor documents; how to search; and how to use it for workflow management (like tracking the status of a contract).  Therefore, it is imperative that you get hands-on, on-site training on how to use the system.

	iii. Significant DMS Players:  There are many more than this, but this is a short list of the programs most dominant in the legal world.
	a. Worldox by World Software Corporation: WORLDOX's unique SQL-free software is installed in more than 2300 companies worldwide, 2000+ of which are law firms and legal departments.  It is a "SQL-free" document management system.  For the law firm, the total cost of ownership, especially over the long haul, is considerably less.  For more information, go to http://www.worldox.com/.
	b. iManage Work (fka WorkSite): iManage Work is a SQL-based integrated application suite that combines document management, collaboration, portal access, knowledge management, workflow and business process automation in a single solution on a highly scalable and secure Internet platform.  WorkSite tends to work better in larger law firms (200 users+).  See https://imanage.com/product/imanage-work/.  
	c. NetDocuments: NetDocuments provides a document management via the web, so you store your documents on their server and pay a monthly fee for the utility of the software.  Since you pay by the user, this solution can work for a single lawyer up to thousands of users.  For more information, go to http://www.netdocuments.com/en-us/. Many lawyers may scoff at the idea of storing all of their documents in the cloud, but you need to see this service to fully appreciate how sophisticated and secure it is.
	d. Laserfiche:  Although not terribly common in the legal world, Laserfiche is a legitimate offering and contains all of the functionality you would want in a document management system.  See https://www.laserfiche.com/.
	e. OpenText Document Management eDOCS Edition:  This product can work in any sized organization.  For more information, see http://tinyurl.com/hchc69q.


	C. Case/Matter Management Software:
	i. Case/Matter Management Objectives:  This is a short list of what one should want in terms of case/matter management organization and workflow.
	a. Case/Matter Information Available Electronically:  You need to be able to ascertain the status of any particular matter without having to find and interrogate the responsible lawyer.  For example, if your office handles estate planning, anyone in the office should be able to instantly (electronically) access where it is in process, what the next step is, what documents are being drafted, and contact information for the client.  You should also be able to see any memos to the file, document or email communications, how much time has been billed/accrued, and all past or future appointments and tasks.  Making all of that information available electronically is central to what case/matter management programs do.
	b. Sharable Task Management System Used By Everyone:  Losing track of tasks can result in unhappy clients, stress and malpractice actions.  Ideally, any task related to a matter is findable by anyone in the firm by looking at the electronic case file.  Your task list should be available to you on any smartphone, tablet or other computer that you use.  For example, assume the next task to be completed on an estate plan is to follow up with the client who recently received drafts and see if they have any changes.  You should be reminded of that task by the system you're using.  Others who might want to know the status of the case should be able to find it without asking you.  You shouldn't have to be reminded of the task by a secretary or someone else.  Finally, the only evidence of that task shouldn't be something written on a sticky note, legal pad or paper calendar.
	c. Sharable, Redundant Calendaring System Used By Everyone:  If there are 3 appointments on your calendar related to a particular matter over the next 2 months, those appointments should also be recorded in the electronic case file (without someone double-entering them).  Others should be able to look up all future calendared items related to a matter - regardless of whose calendar those items are on.  Deadlines should calculate and calendar themselves.  Group calendaring should be easy; and you should be able to set up firm-wide calendars for things like statute of limitations expiration dates.  The calendaring system should sync with Outlook and be available on any smartphone, tablet or computer you use.
	d. Sharable Firm-Wide Contact Database:  As soon as anyone enters new client contact information into your system, it should be available to everyone in the firm.  With Outlook alone, most users maintain their own, private contact database.  So if a team of 4 users will be working on the same case, they'll often all enter the exact same contact information in their own Outlook contacts database over and over.  This is obviously a lot of redundant effort.  Further, if contact information changes, it's not likely to be updated for all users since private Outlook contacts can't be centrally administered.  However, if someone wants to enter a private contact into the system (such as one's personal physician), there should be a way to keep it hidden from everyone else.
	e. Easy Time Capture Tool:  Users tend to spend all day in a matter management program and since they're working out of it, it's important to be able to bill out of it.  A good matter management system makes it easy to bill things as they occur.  For example, calendared appointments, tasks, email and documents should all be billable with one or two clicks.  There should be timers to help track time; and ideally the system would remind users to bill events as they occur.

	ii. Matter Management Software Defined: Matter Management software allows you to achieve the foregoing objectives and track all important case information electronically.  The terms Matter Management, Case Management and Practice Management Software all mean the same thing.  Key elements include:
	a. Electronic Case Files: Electronic files which contain all key information related to a matter, people/entities involved and the roles they play, phone calls, emails, tasks, appointments from everyone's calendar and the like.  
	b. Office-Wide Contact Database: This is a contact database (any person or entity you deal with) which is shared by everyone.  However, private contacts can be made so within the larger database.  The contacts are linked to the electronic files they are related to.
	c. Office-Wide Calendaring System: Calendaring system (same as Outlook) which links to the case files.
	d. Phone Messaging: The ability to journalize phone calls and phone messages; and store them with the cases they're related to.
	e. Task Lists: Task lists, each item of which can be associated with a particular matter.
	f. Reporting:  The ability to run reports on matters, time entered, calendar information, tasks, custom data for each matter and the like.
	g. Document & Email Management:  Sometimes this is a feature built-in and sometimes the matter management software will integrate with a more powerful third-party document management system like Worldox.
	h. Time Tracking and Billing:  Most matter management programs don't produce bills but they make it easy to capture time because you can generally one-click bill an appointment, task, email or phone call.

	iii. Software Options You Install On Your Computer:  The following are options for software you install on your computer rather than access it via the web.  Web-based options follow this.
	a. AbacusLaw by Abacus Data Systems, Inc. - 800.726.3339;  www.abacuslaw.com
	b. Amicus Attorney by Gavel & Gown Software, Inc. - 800.472.2289; www.amicusattorney.com
	c. Case & Point by Corporate Legal Solutions - 800.597.4361; www.caseandpoint.com
	d. Case Management Groupware by Legal Files Software, Inc. - 800.500.0537; www.legalfiles.com
	e. CaseTrack by Economy Analysis Group, Ltd. - 207.367.2950; www.case-track.com
	f. Client Profiles by Client Profiles, Inc. - 866.720.5005; www.clientprofiles.com
	g. CLS/Summit by Computer Law Systems, Inc. (now merged into RainMaker Software, Inc.) - 800.328.1913; www.clssummit.com
	h. EsqWare Case Management by EsqWare, Inc. - 800.568.7996; www.esqware.com
	i. LawBase by Synaptec Software, Inc. - 800.569.3377; www.lawbase.com
	j. Legal Edge Law Firm Suite by Legal Edge Software - 610.975.5888; www.legaledge.com
	k. Needles by Chesapeake Interlink Ltd. - 410.363.1976; www.needleslaw.com
	l. Perfect Law by Perfect Law - 800.749.6200; www.perfectlaw.com
	m. Perfect Practice Case Management by ADC Legal Systems - 407.843.8992; www.adclegal.com
	n. PracticeMaster by Software Technology, Inc. - 402.423.1440; www.stilegal.com
	o. Prevail by Practice Technology, Inc. - 407.228.4400; www.prevail.net
	p. ProLaw Ready by Thompson/West - 800.977.6529; www.prolaw.com
	q. RealLegal Practice Manager by law.com - 888.584.9988; www.reallegal.com
	r. Time Matters by LexisNexis  - 800.328.2898; www.Time Matters.com
	s. Trial De Novo by De Novo Systems - 800.755.9744; www.denovosys.com
	t. TrialWorks by Lawex - 800.377.5844; www.trialworks.com

	iv. Web Based Options:  These options are all web-based and you pay rent per month, per user.
	a. ActionStep:  www.actionstep.com
	b. AdvologixPM:  www.advologix.com
	c. Amicus Attorney Cloud Edition:  www.amicus-cloud.com
	d. Clio:  www.goclio.com
	e. Credenza:  www.credenzasoft.com
	f. Houdini Esq:  http://houdiniesq.com/esq.html
	g. MyCase:  www.mycase.com
	h. Rocket Matter:  www.rocketmatter.com
	i. Total Attorneys:  www.totalattorneys.com


	D. Paper Reduction Systems:  See previous discussion about paper reduction.
	E. Speech Recognition Software:   When this technology first hit the market, many people tried it.  However, it took a long time to "train" the software to recognize one's voice and even after training, the recognition wasn't always so good.  I talk to people regularly who tried it at one point and wrote it off as not ready for prime time.  Well, those days are over.  Speech recognition software has definitely arrived, it costs less than it used to, the accuracy is amazing.
	i. Who Should Consider It:  Of course, this technology is great for anyone who doesn't like to type or feels they are slow at it.  However, it's also great for people who can type and are relatively fast.  The bottom line is that most people can speak 180 words per minute but almost no one can type that fast.  So even if you're a pretty good typist, this could still be a game changer for you.
	ii. Uses:  Speech recognition software can be used for the following tasks.  
	a. Transcription:  Dictation is fast and convenient for the lawyer, but transcription is often slow and laborious for the support staff person who is charged with that task.  By using digital voice recorders (which are available everywhere), speech recognition software can be used to transcribe dictation without human intervention.  Once transcribed, a support staff person would only have to proofread it and address any formatting issues that are present.  Since payroll is always the highest cost in any firm, eliminating the need for people to transcribe dictation is a huge cost savings.  The speech recognition software can also transcribe dictation much, much faster than a person can.
	b. You Talk, It Types:  Of course, the technology can also be used for people to speak time entries, emails and documents.  Take time entries for example.  In many firms, the lawyer will write down their time entries and give them to someone else to enter into the billing system.  This is an incredibly expensive way to track time.  If the lawyer currently writing down time entries by hand simply spoke them directly into the billing system, it would take less time for the lawyer and would eliminate the non-billable cost of redundant time entry by the staff.
	c. Operate Your PC Hands Free:  Speech recognition software can also be used to launch programs, print, send emails and anything else that a person might do with the keyboard and mouse.  Of course, there are more commands to learn but for people with any sort of physical challenge that makes using a PC via keyboard/mouse difficult, this technology can really help.

	iii. Software Options:
	a. Dragon NaturallySpeaking (DNS):  Dragon NaturallySpeaking is owned by Nuance (see www.nuance.com).  Nuance sells the software direct, but you can get a better deal by shopping around a bit.  
	(1) PC Versions and List Prices:  
	(a) Dragon Home (for home and student use):  $75 - Have fun and get more done on your PC using your voice. From students who are looking to complete homework assignments or struggle with writing, individuals who want to write their personal blog or complete everyday to-dos, Dragon Home captures your thoughts as quickly as you can speak them.  
	(b) Dragon Premium (for personal productivity):   $175 - If you are looking for more flexible features, like the ability to dictate using a Bluetooth headset, Dragon Premium will let you get through computer tasks with greater freedom and flexibility. Dictate documents, your to-dos, send email or surf the web to get more done in your busy day by voice instead of typing.
	(c) Dragon Professional Individual (for professional productivity and small business):  $300 - With powerful customization features, Dragon Professional Individual is ideal for professional individuals or small business owners. Create and transcribe documents, use simple voice commands to short-cut repetitive steps, like inserting your signature, or customize the vocabulary. Synchronize with Dragon Anywhere professional-grade mobile dictation, and get paperwork done anywhere.
	(d) Dragon Professional Individual Wireless (for professional productivity and small business):  $400 - Same as Dragon Pro Individual above, except it includes a wireless Bluetooth headset.
	(e) Dragon Legal Individual (for legal professionals and small practices):  $500 - With a specialized legal vocabulary, Dragon Legal Individual is the fastest way to streamline legal documentation and improve costs, simply by speaking. Whether buying for individual use or your small practice, legal professionals can save time creating contracts, briefs and other legal documents, reduce transcription costs, and improve overall practice productivity—all by voice.

	(2) Mac Versions and List Prices:  
	(a) Dragon Professional Individual for Mac:  $300 - Whether you're creating documents, spreadsheets, presentations, sending emails, filling out forms or simply looking to reduce typing stress, the all-new Dragon Professional Individual for Mac drives new levels of productivity at work or wherever your job takes you. Dictate and transcribe documents with a fully customizable experience that optimizes speed and accuracy.
	(b) Dragon for Mac Medical:  $1,000 - Dragon for Mac Medical, version 5, is a flexible speech recognition solution that enables the clinician to capture comprehensive clinical documentation into the EHR—quickly and accurately—to improve clinical documentation and productivity. Supports OS X Mavericks, OS X Yosemite or OS X El Capitan.

	(3) Dragon Anywhere:  This is an app for any iOS or Android phone which allows you to dictate into your phone and have it automatically transcribed.  According to their website, Dragon Anywhere professional-grade mobile dictation makes it easy to create documents of any length and edit, format and share them directly from your mobile device—whether visiting clients, a job site or your local coffee shop.
	(a) Continuous dictation and no word limits
	(b) 99% accurate with powerful voice editing and formatting
	(c) Access customized words and auto-text across all devices
	(d) Share documents by email, Dropbox, Evernote and more


	b. BigHand:  BigHand has several speech recognition products that merit consideration.  See http://www.bighand.com/en-us/products/voice for more information.
	c. Recommended Software:  We recommend that you consider Dragon Professional Individual at a minimum.  If you dictate a lot of case & statutory citations and you use a Windows PC, then it would be worth getting Dragon Legal.  Otherwise, you can easily teach Dragon Professional to correctly spell any legal words you use that the Professional version doesn't understand out of the box.


	F. Cloud Everything:  The most popular of these include the following.
	i. Software As A Service:  Rather than purchasing and installing software on a computer or server, SaaS is simply accessed via a web browser.  Your data is stored in the vendor's servers in a data center rather than in your office. There are a ridiculous number of definitions of SaaS, but I think this one sums it up succinctly without using 15 more acronyms requiring definitions:
	ii. Hosted Servers also known as IaaS or Infrastructure as a Service:  In most cases, this means renting access to a server located in a data center.  The server provides processing power and electronic storage, both of which are accessed via the Internet.  The server is available on-demand and the provider is usually responsible for maintaining the server, providing backup and technical support.
	iii. Client Portal:  I know Wikipedia is not a reliable source for everything, but its definition of Client Portal is accurate and well-stated:


	2. UTILITIES, GADGETS, TIPS AND TRICKS:  I thought I would start this with a few lighter things that I really find to be valuable.  As Julie Andrews once sang, these are a few of my favorite things.
	A. WordRake:  Many lawyers are revisiting the language used in their documents to try and clean out the legalese and make them more understandable to a layperson.  If you use Microsoft Word and would like to see how the language in your complex documents might be streamlined, consider WordRake (http://www.wordrake.com/).  WordRake integrates with Microsoft Word (not WordPerfect, sorry) and will use Word's "track changes" feature to suggest changes to any document you would like it to review.  At that point, you can accept or reject each change using Word's built-in features for that purpose.  WordRake for Word is $129/year and WordRake for both Word & Outlook is $199/year.
	B. RightSignature Digital Signature Service:  If you're interested in trying a digital signature service, we have been the most impressed with RightSignature out of all that we tried.  As their website indicates, RightSignature is the easiest, fastest way to get documents filled out and signed online.  Test drive a free trial and you'll see what I mean.  See https://rightsignature.com/ for more information.  Digital signatures are authorized by:
	i. The Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce (E-SIGN) Act , Pub. L. No. 106-229, 114 Stat. 464 (2000) (15 U.S.C. §§7001-7031);
	ii. The Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (UETA), as approved by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws in 1999 (7A Pt. 1 U.LA. 211, 211-99 (2002)); and
	iii. Many state laws modeled after UETA.
	iv. Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (S.C. 2000, c. 5).
	v. The Electronic Information and Documents Act, 2000 being Chapter E-7.22 of The Statutes of Saskatchewan, 2000 (effective November 1, 2000) as amended by the Statutes of Saskatchewan, 2002, c.18.
	vi. C.C.S.M. c. E55 - The Electronic Commerce and Information Act (Manitoba).

	C. ShareFile Secure File Sharing Service:  For sharing files securely with clients, witnesses, co-counsel or anyone else, it's pretty hard to beat ShareFile for ease of use and robust functionality.  Even their least expensive plan offers custom branding so the portal will look like part of your website.  Impressive service with great technical support.  See https://www.sharefile.com/ for more information.
	D. Asus MB169B+ Portable External Monitor:  Like many lawyers, I use dual monitors at the office (and at home for that matter).  However, I'm often on the road and find it extremely annoying to be limited to the single 14" screen of my laptop.  I have tried other external monitors, but they all had lower resolution than my laptop which made things look fuzzy and bad.  However, the Asus MB168B+ is high-def (1920 x 1080) and 15.6" so everything on it looks great and it's a little larger than my laptop screen.  It also gets all of its power from the USB cable so I don't need to cart around an extra power brick.  I bought mine on www.amazon.com for $188.
	E. Print or Make PDFs of Articles on the Web Without The Clutter:  I do a lot of research and I often find articles on web sites that I want to keep copies of as PDFs.  However, those articles are often on pages with ads, banners and a lot of extraneous stuff that I don't want in my PDF.  To solve this problem, I use the free website http://www.printfriendly.com/.  PrintFriendly takes any URL and renders the resulting page in a clean, condensed format.  Further, it allows you to easily remove anything you want to remove from the article (like photos) before you create a PDF.
	F. Best USB/Bluetooth Speakerphone:  We have a VoIP phone system which allows me to use any headset or speakerphone I can plug into my laptop. For an extremely high-quality Wireless Bluetooth speaker for a VoIP softphone or mobile phone, try the Jabra SPEAK 510 which costs $80.  It is compact, connects via USB or Bluetooth and has incredible audio quality.
	G. Office Web Conferencing System:  If you want to make your office conference room fully capable for web conferences, consider the Logitech Group Video Conferencing Bundle with Expansion Mics.  You'll need a TV or projector (which you probably already have), a web meeting subscription (like https://www.zoom.us/ which has servers in the US and Canada and costs only $14.99/month), and a laptop (which you probably already have).  The Logitech system has a part number of 960-001060 and costs US$1,165 or CDN$1,824 on amazon.  See below for a photo of everything included:
	H. Protected Trust Email Encryption:  Email encryption services allow you to send email and attachments which can't be opened by another other than the intended recipient.  This is usually handled by means of a password that the sender creates at the time they send the email.  Having tried many of these services, my clear favorite was Protected Trust (see https://protectedtrust.com/).  Their service called Compliant Email Encryption has a free trial and only costs $7.20/month/user thereafter.  They have a great integration with Outlook although Outlook isn't required to use the service.  Most jurisdictions do not require that lawyers encrypt email, but that doesn't mean that you shouldn't if the data is very sensitive.
	I. Best Password Manager:  You need a password manager to keep track of the dozens and likely hundreds of logons and passwords involved in a modern law practice.  Our favorite is Dashlane (https://www.dashlane.com/) which only costs $3.33 per month.
	J. Copy2Contact Outlook Utility:  If you've ever created a new contact in Outlook, then you know that there are a lot of little white boxes to complete.  Copy2Contact allows you to select an individual's contact information at the bottom of an email and with one speed-key, it populates all of the fields in a new contact card in Outlook.  I think it saves me 5 minutes every time I use it.  Check it out at http://www.copy2contact.com/.  Copy2Contact Pro is $49.95/year.
	K. Reply All Monitor for Outlook:  Reply all is an email function that streamlines the process of getting fired. If you're trying to avoid this – this add-in is for you. See http://www.sperrysoftware.com/Email-Tools/product/reply-to-all-monitor/ - $15.
	L. Zoom Email Windows Outlook Utility:  Automatically zoom your Outlook windows to your specified zoom percentage. Now you can set your preferred zoom percentage to be able to clearly see all your Outlook windows.  See http://www.sperrysoftware.com/Email-Tools/product/zoom-email-windows/
	M. Grammarly Premium Grammar Checker for Word and Outlook:  This is THE BEST grammar checker and puts the one built into Microsoft Office to shame.  Want to seriously improve your writing?  See https://www.grammarly.com/premium.
	N. PerfectIt Pro by Intelligent Editing:  This is designed specifically for legal writers and editors to improve the process of editing and proofreading legal documents. It:
	i. Enforces language and usage guidance from the legal writing experts;
	ii. Catches consistency errors that arise from collaborative efforts or the use of form documents; and
	iii. Searches for common errors that may arise from autocorrect, spellcheck or dictation or talk-to-text tools.

	O. Best Online Dictionary:  Whether you need to quickly look up medical terms, legal terms or one of those pesky acronyms littering almost every article you read, my favorite resource is http://www.onelook.com/.  OneLook searches 1,061 dictionaries simultaneously, contains powerful search tools, and includes a reverse dictionary so you can enter a definition of a word you can't think of and it will tell you words that mean what you described.
	P. iTimeKeep Mobile Time Entry:  This is a mobile app that works on any iOS or Android device and will connect to many legal accounting programs.  It's likely that you can enter time faster and easier on iTimeKeep than you can using your accounting program directly at the office.  See http://tinyurl.com/mm6lzu5 for more information.  It links to:
	Q. Monitor Rear View Mirror:  My office is configured so my back is to the door when I'm working on my computer.  The problem this caused was that people would walk into my office without me knowing it and unwittingly scare me to death when they spoke.  Tired of being snuck up on, I found a rear view mirror that clips onto my monitor for $17 on www.amazon.com.  It works great and I'm no longer startled 5 times a day when people enter my office.

	3. WHAT IS NOT HOT:  I don't have time to waste on talking about what is not hot.  So here's a short list:
	A. Anything analog and slow
	B. iOS and Android tablets because you can buy hybrid PCs that do far more than a traditional tablet
	C. WordPerfect
	D. Lawyers who are 100% reliant on support staff to produce work product because they refuse to learn how to use the technological tools necessary to practice law
	E. Hourly billing in transactional practices
	F. Reliance upon paper client files
	G. Doing it that way just because that's the way you've always done it
	H. Copiers (being replaced by individual scanners and printers)





